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January 30, 2015 

 

Hon. Kyle Fawcett 

Minister, Environment and Sustainable Resource Development 

Government of Alberta 

Via e-mail: ESRD.Minister@gov.ab.ca 

 

Elbow McLean Dam Concerns and Support for ‘Room for River’ pilot 
 

Dear Minister Fawcett: 

 

Regarding flood mitigation proposals in the Bow and Elbow River watersheds, Alberta Wilderness 

Association (AWA) is writing to request that the Alberta government: 

 

- Ensure there is public review of the cost-benefit analyses of flood mega-projects, along with the first-

cut environmental analysis of the Elbow McLean dam, before making any further decisions to 

proceed with these projects;  

- Not proceed with design and environmental assessments for the Elbow River McLean dam in 

Kananaskis Country due to its ecological harm and catastrophic failure risk in high water events; and 

- Support Bow-Elbow ‘Room for the River’ ecosystem-based, cost-effective pilot project ideas to 

reduce vulnerable floodplain infrastructure and improve regional flood and drought resiliency. 

Founded in 1965, AWA works throughout Alberta towards the completion of a wilderness protected areas 

network, and for good stewardship of all lands that are the source of our clean water, clean air and 

wildlife habitat. With over 7,000 members and supporters in Alberta and across Canada, AWA helps 

Albertans learn more about wilderness and watersheds, and participate in opportunities to conserve them 

as a legacy for future generations. 

 
Elbow McLean Dam Concerns 

Relying on dams in order to retain and build more vulnerable floodplain settlements and infrastructure 

increases Alberta’s risk of catastrophic consequences from large storm events that overtop dams. Given 

more extreme weather events that can be anticipated from climate change, is it unsafe and extremely 

costly to attempt to engineer our way out of flood risk.   

 

The Elbow McLean dam will also cause significant ecological harm upstream and downstream, even if 

never used in a ‘flood’, and should not be constructed. AMEC’s June 2014 conceptual design proposes a 

19 meter high permanent barrier and a permanent reservoir, so the ‘dry dam’ description is inaccurate and 

misleading.  
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The food web in the upper Elbow relies on organic debris that enters from land runoff, is trapped by log 

jams and rocks, and is processed by aquatic organisms. The steeper grades move sediment downstream 

and scour stream beds, which provides the threatened bull trout population in that area with clean gravels 

for incubating eggs. Dam reservoirs replace productive flowing river and riverside habitat with less 

productive silty, standing water. They also block movement of materials downstream and movement of 

fish and other organisms upstream and downstream.  

 

The Elbow headwaters region provides clean flowing water and groundwater to help sustain the 

downstream Bow watershed during low flow periods from late summer through winter. It also provides 

important fish and wildlife habitat that is central to the Calgary region’s recreational life and identity. 

More harmful on-stream dams do not belong in our vital mountain river ecosystems. 

 

Transparency on Cost-Benefit Analyses  

AWA learned recently that cost-benefit analyses have been prepared for the Elbow McLean dam, the 

Springbank diversion and the Glenmore reservoir tunnel. We request that the Alberta government be 

transparent and release these analyses and the first-cut environmental analysis of the Elbow McLean dam 

for public review ahead of making any further decisions to proceed with these costly projects. 

 

‘Room for the River’ - support for Bow-Elbow pilot recommendations 

As you know, ‘Room for the River’ is an approach now used by the Dutch government in recognition of 

their historic over-reliance on engineering to avert flood risk. ‘Room for the River’ principles generally 

seek to make more room in the flood plain for flood waters to disperse through.  

 

AWA strongly supports the Alberta government proceeding with the ecologically-based ideas in the 

December 2014 report of the “Room for the River’ Bow-Elbow pilot. The recommendations emphasize 

restoring natural flood and drought buffering wetlands and river-side vegetation, strategically moving 

back vulnerable buildings and other infrastructure from rivers, and avoiding reliance on berming river 

edges and on costly dams subject to catastrophic failure. AWA believes this is the wisest flood-proofing 

and drought-proofing approach, especially in lower density urban communities and rural areas. 

 

A key recommendation that should be implemented is to develop a long-term purchase program budget 

and process to enable more property buyouts in high hazard areas, to permanently remove families from 

harm’s way. This is a proven cost-effective risk-reduction measure used extensively by the US Federal 

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). A Dec. 2012 Ohio flood mitigation case study now featured 

on FEMA’s website states: “Mitigation professionals promote the fact that for every $1 spent on 

mitigation there is $4 in savings from future disasters.” 

 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments, and we look forward to your reply at your earliest 

convenience. 

 

Sincerely, 

ALBERTA WILDERNESS ASSOCIATION 

 

  
 

Carolyn Campbell 

Conservation Specialist 

 

cc: Alberta WaterSmart, info@albertawatersmart.com 
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